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Objective: This study aimed to analyze the epidemiological and clinical characteristics of measles in Jinan, Shandong, China, over 
a 32-year stage to facilitate measles prevention in the future.
Methods: Data on measles cases from 1991 to 2022 were obtained from the public health department and medical records of patients 
at Shandong Public Health Clinical Center. Retrospective analysis was conducted on the distribution of measles cases in different 
years, months, and age groups, and observation of the differences in clinical manifestations and complications among different age 
groups.
Results: From January 1991 to December 2022, 7531 measles cases were recorded at Shandong Public Health Clinical Center. During 
the 32-year period, there were two outbreaks of measles in 2008 and 2016, respectively. During the COVID-19 pandemic period from 
2020 to 2022, the number of cases reached the lowest point in the past 30 years. The number and percentage of cases in the 0–1y 
groups was significantly higher than in other age groups, and 97.75% patients in this group did not receive measles vaccine. 
Complications such as pneumonia and myocarditis appeared more frequent in patients under 12 years of age, but liver function 
damage is more common in adult patients.
Conclusion: Although the measles epidemic has been greatly controlled since the use of measles vaccine, intermittent outbreaks still 
exist, so there is still a long way to go to eliminate measles. The proportion of infants under the age of 1 without measles vaccine and 
adults over 24 years old accounts for nearly 80% of the total. This group of people should be of concern, and feasible measures should 
be designated to protect these susceptible populations.
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Introduction
Measles, caused by the measles virus, is an acute respiratory infectious disease characterized by high fever, cough, 
Koplik spots, and rash, which may result in severe complications, such as pneumonia and myocarditis. Persistent 
immunity can be obtained after the infection is cured.1 Measles is highly contagious and can spread rapidly among 
individuals, but it can be effectively prevented through vaccination. The development of measles vaccine has signifi-
cantly reduced the global incidence and mortality rates of the disease. The Americas was the first World Health 
Organization (WHO) Region to declare measles elimination in September 2016, but periodic outbreaks continue to 
occur in developing countries and it is still one of the main causes of mortality in children.2 In 2018 alone, the global 
number of measles deaths exceeded 140,000, with the majority being children under the age of 5.1

In 1965, China initiated the use of measles vaccine, and it was integrated into the national immunization program in 
1978.3 Subsequent years saw a marked increase in vaccination coverage, which resulted in the successful control of 
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measles outbreaks. Between 1978 and 1990, China witnessed a significant decline of over 95% in incidences and deaths 
related to measles.4 At present, China uses the three dose measles vaccine vaccination plan, and children are vaccinated 
at 8 months, 18–24 months and 4–6 years old. Since 2006, the estimated coverage rate of two doses of measles vaccine in 
children has exceeded 95%.5 In 2005, all WHO Western Pacific member states, including China, committed to 
eradicating measles by 2012.6 Elimination is defined as the absence of endemic measles transmission in a region for 
≥12 months in the presence of a well-performing surveillance system.2 However, due to China’s vast territory, large 
population, increase of migrating population and the uneven development of disease prevention and control work across 
the country, the control of measles is still unsatisfactory. In 2008, measles epidemic occurred in some parts of the 
country, with more than 130,000 reported cases and an incidence rate of 10/100 000.4 After the 2008 measles outbreak, in 
September 2010, a nationwide measles supplementary immunization activity was carried out. About 102 million children 
aged from 8 months to 4 years received measles booster vaccination. In 2011, the measles incidence rate in China 
decreased by 25.8% compared with the same period last year.7 However, after large-scale booster immunization in 
children, measles outbreaks still occur, especially from 2015 to 2016. Therefore, the elimination of measles is still 
a major challenge for China in the future.

Jinan is the capital city of Shandong Province. By the end of 2021, the permanent population was 9.415 million.8 

Shandong Public Health Clinical Center (The name was Jinan Infectious Disease Hospital before 2020) is a referral 
hospital for the diagnosis, report and treatment of infectious diseases including the vast majority measles cases in Jinan 
area and severe referral patients from neighboring districts; therefore, the number of measles patients diagnosed and 
treated in our hospital can reflect the level of measles prevalence in this city and even the province. Early symptoms of 
measles before the appearance of a typical rash are fever and cough, which are not specific. Therefore, patients often seek 
medical attention at a pediatric or general outpatient clinic at first. If doctors cannot identify and diagnose measles in the 
first place and fail to take isolation measures, measles spread can occur within hospitals. This study was conducted to 
investigate the epidemiological and clinical characteristics of measles from 1991 to 2022 at Shandong Public Health 
Clinical Center. We aim to study the epidemic patterns, clinical characteristics and prevent measures of measles, enhance 
the medical practitioners’ understanding and awareness of measles, to facilitate the early detection, early isolation and 
early treatment of measles cases, decrease unnecessary deaths from vaccine preventable infectious disease and also 
provide reference for international people who have plan to visit here on the epidemic situation of measles in Jinan.

Methods
Data Resources
All the measles cases we included were laboratory-confirmed cases. A laboratory-confirmed measles case was defined as 
a patient having symptoms and signs compatible with measles and with a positive measles immunoglobulin M (IgM) test. 
The detection of measles virus RNA in nasopharyngeal aspirates or throat swabs by reverse transcriptase polymerase 
chain reaction (RT-PCR) was not widely used during the study period. The detection of measles-specific IgM in serum 
samples was conducted by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (Beijing Beier Bioengineering Co., Ltd anti-measles 
IgM test, China). The laboratory of the hospital operates according to the product manual and the quality control is 
qualified.

The Public Health Department (name was Epidemiology Department before 2020) of Shandong Public Health 
Clinical Center is responsible for collecting and organizing infectious disease information reported by clinical 
doctors, and reporting cases to Centers for Disease Control of Jinan or Shandong Province through the epidemiology 
report form. The gender, age, onset date, and confirmed date of measles cases can be obtained from the epidemiol-
ogy report form, then trace the hospitalization medical record based on the personal information of the form. 
Clinical data, including symptoms, signs, vaccination status, and complications, were obtained from inpatient 
medical records. The outbreak of measles in 2008 attracted the attention of researchers, and subsequently, case 
data was collected by the study team in multiple stages to form a dataset, which was ultimately summarized for 
research and analysis.
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Statistical Analysis
The data were analyzed using SPSS 24.0 (IBM, Armonk, New York, USA). Frequency (percentage %) was used to 
describe the counting data, and chi-square analysis (including Fisher’s exact probability method) was used to analyze the 
counting data. This study suggests that P<0.05 has statistical significance, and this test is a bilateral test.

Descriptive epidemiology measures were used to retrospectively analyze and describe the annual incidence, season, 
age distribution, and clinical features of the disease.

Results
Annual Distribution
From January 1991 to December 2022, there were a total of 7531 measles cases documented in Shandong Public Health 
Clinical Center. The annual distributions are shown in Table 1. From 1991 to 2004, the epidemic level remained 
extremely low. The number of cases began to increase in 2005 and reached a peak in 2008. Afterwards, the curve 
gradually declined, but did not decrease to the level before 2005. The number of cases increased significantly again from 
2013 to 2016, reaching a highest peak in 2016, and then sharply declined to another extremely low level then likely to be 
stabilized. During the COVID-19 pandemic period from 2020 to 2022, the number of cases reached the lowest point in 
the past 30 years. The epidemic curve is shown in Figure 1.

Table 1 Annual, Monthly, Gender and Age 
Groups Distribution of Measles Cases in Jinan, 
1991–2022

Characteristics (N = 7531) N (%)

Annual distribution
1991 52 (0.69)

1992 66 (0.88)
1993 73 (0.97)

1994 59 (0.78)

1995 20 (0.26)
1996 21 (0.28)

1997 15 (0.20)

1998 38 (0.50)
1999 11 (0.14)

2000 27 (0.36)

2001 29 (0.39)
2002 33 (0.44)

2003 24 (0.32)

2004 12 (0.16)
2005 169 (2.24)

2006 160 (2.12)

2007 552 (7.33)
2008 1362 (18.09)

2009 419 (5.56)

2010 220 (2.92)
2011 192 (2.55)

2012 186 (2.47)

2013 742 (9.85)
2014 645 (8.56)

2015 733 (9.73)

2016 1552 (20.61)
2017 40 (0.53)

(Continued)
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Monthly Distribution
The most epidemic months were March, April, and May, and the number of cases in these 3 months accounted for 
48.59% of the total number (Table 1).

Age Groups and Gender
Among 7351 cases, 4016 (53.32%) were male and 3515 (46.67%) were female. The ratio was 1.14. The number of cases 
in different genders is described by the median (four score interval) to describe the distribution characteristics, and non- 
parametric tests are used for difference analysis. Non-parametric test p=0.541 (p>0.05), indicating no significant 
difference in the distribution between the genders.

The number of cases in the age groups is described by the median (four score interval) to describe the distribution 
characteristics, and non-parametric tests are used for difference analysis. There is a significant difference in the overall 
number of cases among different age groups, p=0.000, <0.05. Subsequent pairwise comparisons showed that the number 

Table 1 (Continued). 

Characteristics (N = 7531) N (%)

2018 31 (0.41)

2019 28 (0.37)
2020 13 (0.17)

2021 6 (0.08)

2022 1 (0.01)
Monthly distribution
1 657 (8.72)

2 940 (12.48)
3 1456 (19.33)

4 1190 (15.80)

5 1014 (13.46)
6 612 (8.13)

7 406 (5.39)

8 371 (4.93)
9 273 (3.63)

10 155 (2.06)

11 143 (1.90)
12 314 (4.17)

Gender
Male 4016 (53.32)

Female 3515 (46.67)

Age groups(y) and vaccine
< 1 3381 (44.89)

Vaccinated 1 dose 76 (2.25)*

Not vaccinated 3305 (97.75)*
2–12 1249 (16.59)

13–23 232 (3.08)

24–34 928 (12.32)
35–45 1298 (17.24)

> 45 413 (5.48)

Outcome
Cured 7512 (99.75)

Died 19 (0.25)

Note: *Number and percentage of < 1 age group.
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and percentage of cases in the 0–1y groups was significantly higher than in other age groups. Among the 0–1 year old 
group, 97.75% patients did not receive any measles vaccine, and 2.5% patients received one dose.

There were 23 pregnant women in measles cases after 2005. The youngest patient was 18 days old, and the oldest 
patient was 78 years old. Between 2008 and 2016, the proportion of infants under 12 months increased to 52.08%, 
suggesting that this age group had a large number of susceptible populations.

Main Clinical Features
Table 2 shows that fever, catarrhal symptoms, conjunctivitis, Koplik spots, and rashes are the common clinical 
manifestations in both <12 years and ≥13 years age groups. Children <12 years are more prone to complications such 
as diarrhea, pneumonia, laryngitis, myocarditis and thrush, while people ≥13 years are more likely to experience high 
fever (>39°C), liver function impairment and conjunctivitis.

Deaths (16 cases ≤1 year old and 3 cases 1–2 years old) accounted for 0.25% of the total cases, and all the death cases 
were not vaccinated with measles vaccine.

Figure 1 The epidemic trend of measles, 1991–2022.

Table 2 Main Clinical Manifestations and Complications in Different Age Groups (n, %)

Manifestations and Complications <12 Years (n=4630)(61.48%) ≥13 Years (n=2901)(38.52%) P value

Fever>39°C 3268(70.58) 2131(73.46) 0.007
Catarrhal symptoms 4097(88.49) 2566(88.45) 0.962

Fatigue and weakness 4630(100.00) 2901(100.00)

Diarrhea 1900(41.04) 1098(37.85) 0.006
Conjunctivitis 3579(77.30) 2763(95.24) 0.000

Koplik’s spots 4127(89.14) 2588(89.21) 0.919

Typical rashes 3536(76.37) 2306(79.50) 0.002
Atypical rashes* 358(7.73) 312(10.75) 0.000

Pneumonia 3480(75.16) 182(6.27) 0.000

Laryngitis 286(6.18) 39(1.34) 0.000
Myocarditis 2691(58.12) 528(18.20) 0.000

Elevated liver enzymes 1512(32.65) 1828(63.01) 0.000

Thrush 362(7.82) 4(0.14) 0.000
CNS symptoms 0(0.00) 1(0.03)** 0.814

Heart failure 103(2.22) 0(0.00) 0.000
Respiratory failure 77(1.66) 0(0.00) 0.000

Death cases 19(0.41) 0(0.00) 0.001

Notes: *Atypical rash refers to scarlet fever like, urticaria, and hemorrhagic rash. **A 44 year old female patient presented with symptoms of 
depression.
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Discussion
Measles is a systemic infection. The measles virus enters the human body through the respiratory tract or conjunctiva. 
The virus replicates in large quantities and enters various tissues and organs throughout the body with blood flow, 
causing inflammatory reactions and tissue damage. After being infected with the measles virus, the body can produce 
IgM antibodies, indicating a recent infection.9 Measles is also an ancient highly contagious disease, which was ever 
successfully controlled through vaccination and close to being eliminated in some developed countries. However, in 
recent years, measles epidemics are occurring again around the world, which raised concern in health practitioners and 
government departments. The WHO reports that only in 2018, the global number of measles deaths exceeded 140,000, 
with the majority being among children under 5 years old.1

A 32-year retrospective analysis of measles cases at the Shandong Public Health Clinical Center revealed that from 
1991 to 2004, the epidemic level remained at a very low level. The number of cases began to increase in 2005 and 
reached a peak in 2008. After the 2008 measles outbreak, in September 2010, a nationwide measles supplementary 
immunization activity was carried out. About 102 million children aged from 8 months to 4 years received measles 
booster vaccination. In 2011, the measles incidence rate in China decreased by 25.8% compared with the same period 
last year.7 Otherwise, the number of cases increased significantly again from 2013 to 2016, reaching a highest peak in 
2016. Simultaneously, in other areas of China, measles outbreaks were also reported.7 From 2009 to 2021, the 
vaccination rate of the first dose of measles vaccine for children in China has all reached 95%.10 So, besides children’s 
vaccination, there are other reasons that need to be investigated in the outbreaks of measles such as population mobility, 
adult vulnerable population and so on.

Cases in the months of March, April, and May accounted for 48.61% of the total cases, which is consistent with 
previous data. The age distribution of patients showed that the number and percentage of cases in the 0–1y groups was 
significantly higher than in the other age groups. Among the 0–1-year old group, 97.75% patients did not receive any 
measles vaccine, and 2.5% patients received one dose. The two groups of 24–45 years old contributed 29.56% of the total 
number, indicating that the two major age groups containing more vulnerable individuals. On the other hand, the patients 
aged 13–23 years and >45 years seem less likely to be affected by the disease. The reason why the infant group did not 
receive measles vaccine was because 89% of them did not reach the required vaccination age of 8 months and 10% due 
to suffering cold, fever and other diseases, as well as other contraindications of vaccination. The 8 months age was set 
eligible to get vaccine because infants younger than 8 months are supposed to get enough protective IgG antibodies from 
their mothers. But, nowadays the majority of women of childbearing age are being born after the 1980s, having had 
limited exposure to natural measles infection and relying on measles vaccination for immunity. However, vaccine- 
induced immunity wanes over time, resulting in insufficient protection for newborns and infants who may lack adequate 
measles antibodies.11,12 So the infants became vulnerable individuals before they are eligible for a vaccine. Therefore, 
vaccinating women of child-bearing age not only protects them but it also protects any children they give birth to from 
measles infection.

So, waning vaccine-induced immunity may have an impact on the control of measles in the future, especially when 
the vaccinated population becomes aged. People 24–45 years old have a high incidence rate of measles, and so they can 
also be the group who will benefit from a booster vaccination.10 It is important to maximize the coverage of the 
immunization program to eliminate susceptibility in the population, and prevent measles epidemic.13 To reschedule the 
time of measles vaccination or let women of childbearing age receive booster injections could be beneficial strategies.

In our study, certain typical clinical features have been recorded in both infants and adults infected with measles. 
Normally, fever and coughing are early but not specific symptoms. The infection can be mistaken for a simple upper 
respiratory tract infection unless further mouth membrane and conjunctiva examinations are performed. Prolonged febrile 
periods and a high temperature are also common, but some prematurely born or malnourished infants might not show 
a rise in temperature. In addition, Koplik spots present in 80–90% of all patients, but they are sometimes recognized as 
thrush in infant patients because the spots last for quite a few days and tend to fuse into patches. Typical eruptions are 
seen in more than 70% of infant patients, but those who have had their measles vaccine just before illness onset may 
present with only a mild cough, a temperature <38.5°C, and fewer rashes, making the infection hard to be diagnosed. 
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Infants with malnutrition or those who have been treated with corticosteroids before being referred to the hospital may 
experience a stumbling eruption process and tend to develop severe conditions. Other symptoms include vomiting, 
diarrhea and elevated myocardial enzymes. Common complications consist of bronchitis, pneumonia and myocarditis, 
which can deteriorate and lead to respiratory failure and heart failure in some cases. Serious pneumonia-related 
respiratory and heart failure is the most serious complication and is the leading cause of death in infants. Severe cases 
and deaths are more frequently seen in infants under 1 year of age with pre-existing conditions, such as premature birth, 
malnutrition and congenital heart disease.

Adult patients exhibit common clinical features including high fever (>70%), toxemia, upper respiratory tract 
inflammation symptoms, conjunctivitis (>90%), gastrointestinal symptoms (37.85%), and Koplik spots. Koplik spots, 
which appear one to two days before the onset of body rashes, persist for four to five days, are indicative of the early 
stages of measles and are considered specific characteristic of the disease.14 Elevated alanine aminotransferase and 
aspartate aminotransferase levels are commonly seen in a liver function test, but they can normalize as the person 
recovers from the viral infection. In general, adult patients have fewer complications and better outcomes than infants.

Nosocomial infection is a significant transmission pathway of measles during outbreaks. This is because clinicians in 
general clinics and hospitals might have limited experience on measles, which makes the diagnosis delayed and the 
measles patients stay or travel in crowded hospital public areas for prolonged time.15,16 In the waiting rooms and 
outpatient vaccination rooms of some hospitals, many children may have to share a small space, and this facilitates the 
spread of measles. Early-stage measles infection before the rashes appear tends to spread among people easily, at the 
same time it is hard to differentiate from other febrile illnesses, so it is important to raise doctors’ awareness of the 
characteristic signs, such as Koplik spots and conjunctivitis, and to keep in mind that a comprehensive and detailed 
physical examination is of great importance.

The epidemic level of measles was extremely low during the COVID-19 pandemic years from 2000 to 2022, which 
may be related to strict isolation and personal protection measures. With the cancellation of control measures and 
a significant increase in population mobility, the risk for measles epidemic is also rising. There is a possibility of 
a rebound in the future measles epidemic, measures still need to be taken to prevent a rebound in the measles epidemic.

Conclusion
This study covered the stage from 1991 to 2022, suggesting significant outbreaks of measles still exist in Jinan, 
Shandong, especially from 2005 to 2016. Koplik’s spots are a specific sign of measles, with an appearance rate of 
89%. In febrile patients before the onset of a typical rash, it is important to check oral mucosa to help detect measles 
patients early. Infants under 1 year accounted for 44.89% of all cases, 97.75% of which were not vaccinated with measles 
vaccine. The 19 deaths are all children under 2 years old, and none of them were vaccinated. How to protect the large 
vulnerable population of infants and young children and avoid deaths caused by vaccine-preventable diseases is 
a problem that we need to take into consideration. To reschedule the time of measles vaccination or let women of 
childbearing age receive booster injections could be beneficial strategies. Measles prevalence was extremely low during 
the 3-year COVID-19 pandemic. With the removal of isolation measures, people’s activities increased significantly, 
measures still need to be taken to prevent a rebound in the measles epidemic.

Ethics Approval and Consent to Participate
This study was conducted in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki. This study was conducted with approval from 
the Ethics Committee of Shandong Public Health Clinical Center. This is a retrospective analysis of routinely collected 
anonymised data. Only medical record information was collected, and written informed consent from all patients and 
guardians was not obtained.
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